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A social entrepreneur by career; a creator of numerous of theories in the domain of wealth creation
is what makes Roger Hamilton as one of the most pivotal as well as the most influential figures in
the world of wealth creation. But the question that arises in the minds of the people is that what
makes the theories that this man created in the field of wealth creation stands apart or rather at the
top of the heap of other theories that have been put forward by the other mandarins in the similar
field. One of the most important aspects of the theories that have been created by this man is that
he has brought the man and the nature together in his pursuit of wealth. And till date no other mind
in the domain had even thought about it. Roger Hamilton did it and in just no time he formulated
some of the most important of theories that have really opened the eyes of the millions of people
across the globe as far as their dream of wealth creation is concerned. And this is what makes the
man and his progeny as one of the most important pillars in the entire domain of wealth creation.

But the not every miracle happens in a dream. And not every miracle is a product of an overnight
hard work. Roger Hamilton has really struggled hard in order to reach the heights that he has
reached and he did that by applying his own theories in his own entrepreneurial efforts. And when
he started gaining from the knowledge that he had gleaned, he realized that now it was the turn of
the ordinary people who are driven by the desire to make it big in life but somehow get lost in the
masquerade that has been created by the numerous of theories that are only based on the
previously existent theories governing the world of wealth creation and the world economy as well.
But Roger broke away from that system as he realized quite early in his career that these theories
are nothing more than a carcass without a soul. The simple reason being that these theories were
emphasizing on the act of creating wealth but unfortunately took the followers of these theories far
away from the natural behavior and the natural propensities of the human being, and that is where
Roger Hamilton stepped in and made the world realize that you cannot go any further, you cannot
rise to any higher destination that you think until and unless you are moving in tandem with your
natural tendencies.
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